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About This Game

Master the evergrowing dragon in virtual reality

Tails is a roomscale VR game for the HTC Vive.

Collect lanterns in order to grow the tail of your dragon. The game is easy to pick up but hard to master, and ensures a fun
challenge for the whole family.

Currently the game features a Zen Mode and a Time Attack Mode, which allows you to play the game at your own pace. So
whether you want to relax after a long day at work or get your daily cardio – that is entirely up to you.

We are expanding upon the game during early access to keep it entertaining and fresh while adding variety and replayability.
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Awesome introduction to VR world. Great quality and free game. Kids love it.. I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive
who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. This is Windwaker on PC 10/10. + Adorable game
+ Strong mechanics
+ Nice visuals

- Soundtrack is a bit lackuster
- Had to punch a kitten to feel manly again
. I didn't play for long because of:

- very bad, very buggy UI
- huge moving lag
- the screen was just a mess

but:

- it has great concept in you play three chars at the same time, I would definitely would love to see this somewhere else, possibly
in some updated, current game.

Too bad. I might try it in the future again, but unfortunately my first impression wasn't great.. nice game it have some buggy
things but over an all for an free to play is it nice xD
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can people please play with me. This is a pretty interesting game, though I'm sure it will take some time for me to learn and
understand its nuances. Despite the dated graphics, the mood and atmosphere feels spot on. The devices and equpiment all seem
like stuff we may actually use on Mars missions some day. Overall it's an impressive title, considering the very small amount of
people who put it together. I'm excited to see it with all the kinks smoothed out.. best game ever. Can I hide in any way I played
this game in my steam profile? It's total crap and screenshot simulator. Don't buy.... Quite a fun game. Although it is called a
puzzle game, prepare to solve the puzzles in short time, since some puzzles require you to change your layout after you've lit the
fuse. Your score also depends on how fast you solve a puzzle. If you want to get into the top players list, figure out your solution
and then show your mouse skills.

Concerning mouse skills: This game would definitely great on a touch screen, since painting with a mouse is usually not ideal.

So far, I've seen puzzle games that are much more difficult, but I've only played about 40% of the game and the level is rising..
for 15$ it gets boring after like the first lvl. all u do is run around as a zombie killing/eating people till u get a nice size horde...
then u attack an objective and hope u can overrun them. it has good potential but its not being all it could be. i know its only in
beta but a 10$ price tag would have made me feel alot better. not really worth the money in its current state. keep in mind its
still in beta tho.. Been waiting for this one for a while. Finally got the chance to play and it has not disapointed. Straight away
you can see the inspiration from games like silent hill and outlast. it does well to play homage to these titles without straight up
trying to be them. Great visuals, great soundtrack. Do yourself a favour turn the lights off and put on your s**ting pants because
it's time to get to hanwell.. Weird game, interesting plot and original presentation with some funny moments.
Puzzles are very easy and art style is , well, different.
A just think it's too short, not even 2 hours to reach the end.
I think it's worth a try for people seeking something different but be weary that it reaches the conclusion fast.. Rarely able to
drive the route as there seems to be a lot of crashing during play. Potential to be a fantastic route but the constant crashing
during scenarios really lets it down. Commonly it happens near Cardiff station. I hope they fix it soon. At the minute I can't
recommend it.
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